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Abstract
Thin layermembranes with controllable features andmaterial arrangements are often used as target
materials for laser driven particle accelerators. Reduced cost, large scale fabrication of such
membranes with high reproducibility, and good stability are central for the efficient production of
proton beams. These characteristics are of growing importance in the context of advanced laser light
sources where increased repetition rates boost the need for consumable targets with design and
properties adjusted to study the different phenomena arising in ultra-intense laser-plasma interaction.
Wepresent the fabrication of sub-micrometric thin-layer gold or aluminummembranes in a silicon
wafer frame by using nano/micro-electro-mechanical-system (N/MEMS) processingwhich are
suitable for rapid patterning andmachining ofmany samples at the same time and allowing for high-
throughput production of targets for laser-driven acceleration. Obtained targets were tested for laser-
proton acceleration through the TargetNormal Sheath Accelerationmechanism (TNSA) in a series of
experiments carried out on a purpose-made table-top Ti:Sa running at 3 TWpeak power and 10Hz
diode pump rate with a contrast over ASE of 108.

Laser-driven plasma ion acceleration has attracted notable attention due to its ability of providing ion beams
with energies up to tens ofMeVover very short acceleration distances, typically a fewmicrometers [1]. This
could pave the route to high quality energetic ion beams for a number of scientific,medical and technological
applications ranging from fast ignition [2], charged particle radiography[3], ion therapy [4, 5], and radioisotope
production [6]. Thefield is further boosted by the increasing availability of extreme light infrastructures owning
the promise to allow for ultra-high power laser experiments at unprecedented repetition rates betweenHz and
kHz in the near future [7].

Themost investigated laser accelerationmechanism to date is the so-called Target Normal Sheath
Acceleration (TNSA), which is the leadingmechanism at currently accessible laser intensities of
1018−1021 W cm−2 [8, 9]. In this scenario, ions are accelerated from the rear target surface by the intense electric
field built up by relativistic electrons originating from the laser beam incidence on the front surface of the target,
typically a thin solid foil of 0.1÷10 μmthickness [10]. In order to use TNSA for practical applications it is
necessary to improve the acceleration performance in terms ofmaximum ion energies, beam current and
spectral shape. To this purpose, several groups have recently focused on the development of smart targets
beyond the thin foil concept to increase the energy transfer from the laser pulse to the accelerated ions. For
example, nano andmicro structured surfaces have proven advantageous to increasemaximumproton energies
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[11]while higher ion yields with a narrower energy spread have been observed frommetallic targets carrying
micro-dots with a high content of hydrogen [12].

However, few authors have focused until nowon the development and validation of strategies for a cost
effective and high-throughput production of solid targets for laser driven particle accelerators. This is the key to
meet both the technological challenges for the production of proton beams, and to fully exploit the oncoming
possibilities of PWpulses available at high-repetition rates. CurrentN/MEMSprocessing, including either top-
down and bottom-up fabrication routes, are very suitable for this purpose as discussed in [13].MEMShave been
previously applied in this context to fabricate siliconmembranes of about 17 μmdopedwith hydrogenwhich
were shown able to produce high-current andmulti-MeVproton beams [14]. Here, we focus on the fabrication
and characterization of sub-micrometricmetallicmembranes according toMEMSprocessing.

Micro-and nanometer thick aluminumor goldmembranes embedded in a silicon framewere obtained by
processing standard 4 inch (100 mm) siliconwafers (525 μmthickness) as schematized infigure 1, involving
pattern transfer and sacrificial layers etching.

First, a thermal SiO2 layer (1019±3)Å thick is grownon bothwafer sides followed by a low stress Si3N4

layer with a thickness of (1810±24)Ådeposited on the front side through low pressure chemical vapor
deposition (LPCVD) and then exposed toUV light through the etchmask. After development of exposed
regions, unexposed layers were dry etched in aCHF3 atmosphere. Thereafter, backwafer sides weremetalized
either by a sputtered aluminum layerwith thicknesses ranging between 0.25 μmand 1 μm, or by three
evaporated layers of 20 nmofNi, 30 nmof Ti, and 70–100 nmofAu.Once backmetalized, 2 μmof the positive
photosensitive resist AZ 6512were spin-coated on the back side and then exposed toUV light through themask.
After resist development, exposed regions are etched in a chemical bath leaving in this way the desired
aluminum, or gold, pattern confinedwithin the area corresponding to that of thewindow to be opened on the
front side. The latter is accomplished by using anisotropic etching of silicon in a hot bath (80 °C) of 30 wt%KOH
solution followed by rinsingwith deionizedwater for 5 min. Siliconmicromachining is spontaneously stopped
by the underlying buried oxide. KOHetching of silicon is based on the different etching rates of the hydroxide
ions contained in the alkaline solution on silicon crystal planes, which is fastest for (100) and (110) planes and
lowest for (111)planes. This, results in the typical ‘V’ shaped 3D structures like the truncated pyramids visible in
figure 1. Then the SiO2 layer is etched away in a 1 wt%HFbath. In addition, we also used targets with
membranes supported on the thin silicon oxide layer (i.e., omitting this etching step) and compared results from
both target configurations.

The targets are arranged in arrays coveringmajor parts of thewafer surface. Each target cell (1 cm2) contains
up to 16 thin layermembranes with a surface area of (1000 μm)2 embedded in a silicon frame to achieve high-
throughput production of thin-layermembranes with reproducible properties. Fabricatedmembranes are
found in a state of compressive stress and show the typical buckled foldingwithworm-like shapes which can be
appreciated infigure 2(a). The residualmechanical stress exhibited byCMOS thinfilmmaterials is deeply related
to the process flow and the deposition techniques used [15]. This is usually compensated either by depositing a
passivating layer of silicon nitride characterized by tensile stress opposite to SiO2 [16], or by applying thermal
cycles [17]. In our case, a rapid annealing ofmembranes above 400 °C is sufficient to convert compressive stress

Figure 1.Principal steps of the fabrication process. (Drawing not to scale).
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into tensile one resulting inflatmembranes, as those represented infigure 2(b), which are beneficial for a precise
laser alignment and focusing on the target, althoughmore fragile. Atomic forcemicroscopy (AFM)
characterization results are shown infigures 2(c)–(d) and represent 3D view reconstructions of the surface
analysis. According to these, the surface roughness increases with the oxide layers thickness, in agreement with
former results [18].

Proton acceleration experiments have been performed on a purpose-built Ti:Sa laser operating at a
wavelength of 0.8 μmand based onChirped PulsedAmplification (CPA). It can deliver pulses of 265mJ (165 mJ
on target)with a duration of 55 fs (FWHM) up to a repetition rate of 10 Hz and has recently been commissioned
in systematic tests onflat foil targets obtainingmaximumproton energies around 1.7 MeV [19]. The amplified
spontaneous emission (ASE) level was around 10−8 of themain pulse. The pulse is focused on the target by a f/3
off-axis parabola with a focal spot size of about 5×11 μm2 (FWHM)measuredwith a camera, andwhich
results in an irradiance on target of I≈4×1018W cm−2. Target positioning is controlled through aHe:Ne
laser coupled along the same optical path of the Ti:Sa beam.

Inside the interaction chamber, the target holder ismounted on amotorized systemproviding x, y, z
movementwith a precision of 2.5 μm.The holder can load up to 16 target cells resulting in 256 spots available in
one vacuumcycle (figure 3(a)). It is suitable for exploring systematically the effects of various target parameters
in one experiment.

Laser pulses are focused onmembranes at an incidence angle of 30° to prevent detector damage and to avoid
back reflection. The longitudinal focus position is adjusted for only onemembrane of each cell bymeans of a
back reflection interference patternwhich is formed on the target surface provided a roughness of the order of
the laserwavelength [20]. Then it ismaintained throughoutmembranes belonging to the same cell. Some laser
shots have been performed at longitudinal distances between−100 μmand 100 μm (figure 3(b)) from the
optimum focus to study the influence of the alignment precision on themeasured proton energies.

Figure 2. (a)Opticalmicroscope picture of fabricatedmembranes in compressive stress and (b)membranes in tensile stress (in the
insets the same on the respective backwafer sides). (c) and (d) 3D renderings of AFMpictures showing surface roughness for 1 μmAl
membranes supported by 100 nmand 300 nmof SiO2, respectively.

Figure 3. (a)Holderwithmounted target cells. (b)The focus is adjusted in position 1 and the following shots (2–6) are performed
within±100 μmfrom the focus.
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The spectral characterization of accelerated protons was achieved by two different particle detectors as
detailed in [19]. A time-of-flight (TOF) detector based on a fast plastic scintillator coupled to a photomultiplier
(PMT)wasmounted at a distance of 227 cmbehind the laser target. The PMTanode pulses were recorded on a
fast digital oscilloscope. In addition, for some laser shots a passivematerial (CR-39 plates)which is highly
selective for the detection of protons and ionswas placed 100 cmbehind the target. After 4 h etching at 90 °C in a
6.25 MNaOHbath, spectral information can be obtained from a unique relation between proton energy and
measured track diameters. To extend the energy range aluminumabsorber foils (up to 43 μmthickness)were
used to cover theCR-39 plates and the corresponding energy loss was correctedwith SIMNRA [21].

All experiments were carried out in a regime of low repetition rate with laser pulses of 265 mJ and 55 fs
duration. Clear proton tracks onCR-39 detectors have been observed for all testedmembrane thicknesses and
material compositions, an example is shown infigures 4(a) and (b). Typical proton energy spectra obtained from
TOFdata are shown infigure 4 (c).

Infigure 5 themaximumproton energies around the focus position are compared for differentmembranes.
Maximumproton energies have been obtained fromTOFdata and the uncertainty, where depicted, has been
determined by averaging over at least three shots. Otherwise data points are intended to be single-shot
measurements results. For all thicknesses, the highest energies have been observed close to the position of the
smallest laser focus (0) except in the case of the 0.5 μmmembranewhere themaximum is slightly shifted to the
left, in agreementwith the precision of the initial positioning (±25 μm). Themaximumproton energy suffers
only slight variations (less than 10%) in intervals of±50 μmaround the focus position.

In the range of target thicknesses investigated here themaximumproton energies are quite similar. Thinner
goldmembranes have almost the same performance as thicker aluminumones (seefigure 5(a)). This is in
agreementwith previous results from the same setup, but usingflat foil targets [19], and has also been observed
in former experiments with similar laser contrast [22]. A direct comparison of aluminummembranes supported
by a nanometric oxide layer and free-standing ones, obtained after SiO2 etching,may indicate slightly higher
proton energy with SiO2, as shown infigure 5(b). These results could be explained in terms of the increased
content of hydrogen in the bulk of these targets which thus provide a uniform amount of protons throughout
the target, as observed in [23]. They should be confirmed inmore detailed experiments and possibly at higher
laser contrast as they are especially interesting from the fabrication point of view, because etching of SiO2 is a
quite critical step requiring very short dipping times (≈1 s) and the use of hydrofluoric acid.

Finally, infigure 6we compare our results with those of published experiments.We focus our attention on a
temporal interval similar to ours (30–65 fs) and target thicknesses below 1 μm.Data obtainedwith our setup are
coherent with previous results [22, 23, 24–27] considering themoderate laser power, andwith the scaling typical

Figure 4. (a) and (b)CR-39 plates coveredwith 18 μmand 35 μmAl absorbers, respectively, used for showing proton tracks from
0.65 μmAlmembranes supported on 400 nmof SiO2. (c)Proton spectra obtained by the TOFdetector atfive longitudinal positions
with respect to the laser focus.
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of the TNSAmechanism for particle acceleration [28]. Previousmeasurements withflatmembranes produced
withMEMS techniques are rare. One result by Picciotto et al [14] is included infigure 6 for completeness
although the experimental conditions using a 500 J, 300 ps laser were very different to the others.

We have presented the large-scale fabrication of conductive, submicrometricmembranes used as targets for
ultra-intense laser-plasma interaction by applying standardMEMSmanufacturingmethods allowing for high
throughput production ofmembranes, whichwere shown advantageous for laser-driven proton acceleration
with respect to plain foils typically employed as targets for ultra-intense laser experiments.MEMSbased
processingmakes it possible to tune themembrane properties, such as thickness andmaterial composition, with
greatflexibility, and to adapt them to different experimental needs. Our aim is to reduce the lateral size of our
structures at least by a factor 5 to increase significantly the number of individual targets. This would be very
advantageous for the development of laser-plasma applications relying on high repetition rates.
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